The purpose of the present paper is to develop a purely geometric theory of the projective differential geometry of curves in a space of five dimensions, the methods hitherto adopted by various authors(2) being more or less analytic and artificial.
that the geometric significance of the projective invariants of the curve can easily be brought to light.
Chapter I. The projective differential theory of plane curves
In this chapter we shall discuss some results useful for the study of curves in a five-dimensional projective space. In §1 a covariant triangle of reference and a covariant unit point are constructed by means of the neighborhood of order six at a point of an ordinary plane curve. This leads us in §2 to reconstruct Lane's [8] canonical expansion of a plane curve at its sextactic point.
1. A new projective differential theory of plane curves. In this section
we study plane curves in the neighborhood of an ordinary point, obtaining a canonical expansion, the Frenet-Serret formulae and an interpretation of the invariants.
1.1. The covariant triangle of reference. Let x and y be nonhomogeneous coordinates of a point in a plane. If x =x(u), y =y(u) are the parametric equations of a plane curve C, the expansion of C at an ordinary point £ of C with respect to a local triangle of reference {££i£¡} is (1) y = ax2 + bx3 + ex* + dxs + ex« + fx7 + (8),
where ££i is the tangent to C at P. We take £2 on the osculating conic C2 of C at £ and £i£2 as the tangent to the conic C¡ at P2, so that (1) reduces to (2) y = ax2 + dx« + ex« + fx1 + (8) .
It is well known that there exists a bundle of seven-point cubics of C at £ :
(3) ay(y -ax2) + ß(y -ax2 -dxy2/a2 -ey3/a3) + y(ax3 -xy + dy3/a3) = 0, where a, ß, y are arbitrary constants, y = 0 and y -a*2 = 0 respectively intersect (3), besides £, at a pair of related points (4) (ß/y, 0) and (5) (ßd/iyd -ßc), aß2d2/(yd -ße)2), whose join passes through a fixed point (6) (d/e, ad2/e2).
For d=*0, we select (6) for £2 and reduce (2) to y = ax2 + dxs + fx7 + (8).
1.2. Covariant figure associated with an ordinary point of a plane curve. Let x1, x2, x3 be the homogeneous coordinates of a point defined by x = xx/x3, y = x2/x3.
The polar line of A (a, 0, 1) with respect to C2, (7) x2 = 2aax\ intersects C2 at (0,0, 1) and (8) A'(l, 2aa, 1/2«)
respectively. At P a six-point cubic of C can be determined to be tangent to the lines (7) and .4.4', (9) -2o«*1 + x2/2 + 2aa2z» = 0, at (8) and (a, 0, 1) respectively; its equation is found to be (y -2aax)2(-2aax + y/2 + 2aa2) + (y -2aax)(-4da*y2/a) -2y(-2aax + y/2 + 2aa2)2 = 0.
As a varies the envelope of the cubic (10) is a covariant figure : (11) 4as(ax2 -y)3 + d2y* = 0.
1.3. The canonical expansion. The tangent of the conic y -ax2 = 0 at the covariant point (6) intersects y = 0 at (d/2e, 0, 1). A triangle of vertices P, (6) , and (d/2e, 0, 1) is called a fundamental triangle. We denote (6) and (d/2e, 0, 1) by P2 and Pi respectively. If the fundamental triangle is taken for reference, the expansion of the curve C at P then becomes y = ax2 + dx* + fx> + (8).
As we have given in §1.2, the two consecutive points (1, 0, 0) and (a, 0, 1) (a-* oo ) on PPi correspond to the cubics (12) -dxy2 -a3*2 + a2y = 0 and (10) respectively. They intersect at the points on the cubic The coordinate system thus obtained will be called the canonical coordinate system, and the coordinates of a point referred to it the canonical coordinates. The canonical expansion of C at P now becomes (15) y = x2/2 + x*/8 + k(u)x> + (8).
1.4. Projective Frenet-Serret formulae. Let (xl(u), x2(u), *'(«)), (x\(u),
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use x\(u), x\(u)), and (x\(u), x\(u), x\(u)) be the coordinates of the vertices £, Pi, £2 of the fundamental triangle. In order to preserve x'(u) +x{(u) +x2(u) (j = l, 2, 3) as the selected unit point associated with the canonical triangle of reference {£(«), Pi(u), P2(u)}, we are unable to multiply the coordinates of the three points £(«), £i(w) and P2(u) by different proportionality factors. On the contrary, there exists a unique function X(m) such that
For brevity we still use x/(u),
Through the independence of the three points P, Pi, P2, dx{(u)/du and dx2(u)/du may be expressed in the form 
where we have written x and x{ (*«=1, 2) in place of *' and x{ (j = l, 2, 3; ¿=1,2).
With respect to a parametric transformation ü =f(u), a(u)du and k(u) are clearly intrinsic.
A proper projective transformation s (18) x = ¿ aiy" (j -1, 2, 3), lc-l where |¿t*| == 0, carries x'(u), x{(u) and x2(u) (j = l, 2, 3) into the points y'(u), y{(u) and y{(u) respectively. From the first two equations of (17), we find License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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That is, adu and k(u) are intrinsic and invariant. Consequently, we call them the projective arc-element and the projective curvature respectively.
Since any one of the points
may be selected as the unit point, there are evidently three kinds of canonical coordinates. In consequence, the vertices of the fundamental triangle may have different canonical coordinates z'(u), z[(u), z[(u) and x'(u), x{(u), x{(u) (j = l, 2, 3) respectively. They are, however, connected by 
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Thus an analytic function k(a)(a^o-^b) corresponds except for a projectivity to an analytic curve, such that da is the projective arc-element, k(a) the projective curvature, and independent solutions of the differential equation (B) the canonical coordinates of a current point of the curve. Conversely, an analytic curve corresponds to a unique projective curvature and a unique projective arc-element.
1.5. Geometrical interpretation of the projective curvature and the projective arc-element. By use of the unit point I we can obtain the following interpretations^) of the invariants appearing in (A) : xi(x, Xí; dxi/dff, I) = 112&, x2(x, xi; x + dx, I) = da + (2),
where the left members are cross ratios of the indicated pencils and (2) denotes an infinitesimal of higher order. 2. A generalization of sextactic points. In a recent paper [2] we have represented the neighborhood of various orders of a plane curve C at its sextactic point £. A cusped quartic Qi is utilized such that its cusp lies on the tangent of C at £ and its cuspidal tangent is also tangent to the hyperosculating conic of C at £. Since either the sextactic point or its generalization appear in the theory of curves in five-dimensional space, we find it convenient to give here an outline of the theory on the generalized sextactic points.
2.1. The canonical expansion of a plane curve at its sextactic point. At a sextactic point £(0, 0, 1) of a plane curve C the osculating conic has a contact with the curve of order five. Hereafter we select the triangle of reference {££i£2} in such a way that this osculating conic is tangent to ££i and £i£î at £ and £2 respectively, so that the expansion of Y becomes [January The latter is particularly useful in determining the unit point. When Qi given by (21) has at £ a contact of order seven with (20), then £ = (8e/aa -8f/aa2).
Furthermore, we can show that the join of the two common points, beside £, of Qi and the osculating conic passes through a fixed point A ' [ -e, 0, -2ae +/]. The correspondence between A and A' is a projectivity with unique double point H(e, 0,/), namely, the Halphen point discovered by Lane [8] . When it is taken for (1, 0, 0), we have/ = 0. We select further the unit point on the osculating conic and (1, 1, 0) on (22), so that (23) a = 1, e= 1, and the canonical expansion of the plane curve at its sextactic point becomes (24) y = x2 + x« + (8).
It should be noted that the selection of the unit point so as to satisfy (23) is not unique, but one of the three points ( -1, 1), (i, -1) and (■-*, -1) can be taken for the unit point without changing the form (24).
2.2. The canonical expansion of a plane curve at a generalized sextactic point. A point £ on a curve C is called a ¿-ic point if the osculating conic has at £ a &-point conic with the curve C (k^6). Neither Lane's method nor ours in the foregoing section can be utilized in this case. We shall now determine the canonical expansions of a plane curve at a 7-ic or 8-ic point.
(i) The 7-ic point. A necessary and sufficient condition that £ is a 7-ic point is af-^0 and e = 0. If the quartic (21) Evidently, g reduces to zero if (26) is taken for the side x = 0 of the triangle of reference. In order that the unit point be on the osculating conic and (1, 1, 0) on the curve (25), it is necessary and sufficient that (27) a = 1, / --2/3.
The canonical expansion of the curve C then becomes (28) y = x2 -2x7/3 + (9).
It is worth noticing that any one of the four points
may be used for the unit point without changing the form (28).
(ii) The 8-ic point. If P is an 8-ic point, then ag ?£ 0, e = 0, f = 0.
Neither the Halphen point nor the covariant line (26) can be determined. We require a further modification in the derivation of the canonical expansion. In this case (21') becomes (21") 4gy*/a + 4a(ax2 -y)(2aaz -2a -a2y/2)2 = 0, which has at P a contact of order nine with C if (29) a = A/2«.
Thus we arrive at a covariant point (2g, 0, h). Upon selecting S for (1, 0, 0), a and h reduce to zero and the corresponding 10-point quartic of 5 is found to be (30) gy*/a + a3(ax2 -y) = 0.
If the common points of x = 0 and (30) are projected from S to the osculating conic, we obtain six points of coordinates
By choosing any one of them for the unit point both a and g reduce to 1, so that the canonical expansion of C in the neighborhood of P is found to be (32) y = x2 + x* + (10).
Chapter II. The projective differential theory of curves in five-dimensional space
In §3 we construct a covariant pyramid of reference at an ordinary point of a curve in five-dimensional space. In addition to some simple interpretations of the invariants of the curve the canonical expansions of five different types are given.
3. The covariant pyramid. Suppose that the point P = P(u) describes a curve T in five-dimensional space where m is a parameter. Take {PPiP2P3PiP6} for the local pyramid of reference associated with a generic point P of V, such that P, lies in the osculating linear space S,(P) of j dimensions at P to V, but not in the osculating space 5,_i(F). Any point Q in the space can be expressed by^Z5_0 X,PT, where Po = P. .
The section C of this hypersurface produced by the osculating plane of V at its ordinary point P is given by the equations
Putting, for brevity, When £ is an ordinary point of C, we define the fundamental triangle {££i£2} by the method stated in §1.1. The cubic,
which is determined by the conditions : (i) it passes through Pi ; (ii) it is tangent to (6) at £2; and (iii) it has at £ a contact of order five with C, should have at £ a contact of order six with C. In other words,
Otherwise, for A^0,
would have at £ a contact of order six with C, which contradicts the hypothesis that £i£2 does not pass through any point common to (12) and the osculating conic.
3.2. The construction of the quadric Q3. A plane passing through ££1 and lying in the osculating three-space of Y at £ is given by the equations (13) X3 -LiXi = 0, Xi = 0, X6 = 0.
If the osculating planes of T be projected from a point (1, 0, p, 0, 0, 0) on the above plane, we obtain a plane curve f i, whose equations are easily found to be (13) and
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Moreover, the conditions of representability become
From (8) it follows that the Osculant O4 associated with the point of inflexion P of Ti always coincides with £1. The coordinates of Ot are
Eliminating p, we obtain(4) a generator of the quadric Q3 :
Since £, £1 and £2 lie on the same quadrilateral of the quadric, we take the fourth vertex as £3. Then
It is easily verified by means of (8) Hence the last two equations of (19) become The result of carrying out the computation shows that Y2 is given by (25) and
For brevity, we put where $%, Xi, Xä and X3 are parameters. Eliminating Xi, X2 and Xs from (37) and (38) we obtain a plane curve r3, which is given by (37) and
«1
We put The curve r8 has a singularity 5Î at P, whose covariant point 06 also coin- Thus we have Consequently, Hence wi^O, because of (56).
and
We have selected the fundamental pyramid in §3, for which ££2 is the projective normal of C, so that, as G = 0, £2 = 0, (59) 2(D0B0/Co)Ci -DoBi -£o£4 = 0.
From (7) and (59) and using the relations (35), (54) and (60), we find Either (t\, «i, 1) or (t2,, e2, 1) can be taken for the unit point in the plane {PPiP2} (cf. § §1.3, 1.4); similarly, each of the two points (e2,, e¡, 1, e¡, e¡, 1), (íj=1, e¡5¿l,j=l, 2) can be taken for the unit point in the five-dimensional space. This gives rise to a projective transformation F, under which z, Zi, z2, z3, z4, Zi correspond to efz, eßi, z2, e¡z3, e¡Zi, z6 respectively. Accordingly da, 2i, J2 and J3 are transformed to e,dcr, e¡Ii, e|J2, 6,J3 but J4 is invariant. 4.2. The Frenet-Serret formulae in the case where C always has P for its sextactic point. Since no projective normal can be drawn at a sextactic point of a plane curve, the vertex P2 in the present case cannot be determined as before. But the way of determining the canonical expansion of a plane curve at its sextactic point furnishes a covariant triangle {££i£2} and a unit point in the osculating plane so that the other vertices of the covariant pyramid and the covariant unit point in the five-dimensional space can also be defined without any difficulty.
In fact, from (7) and 2(£»0£o/Co)C3-£o£3-£3£o = 0, we have
Hence neither (59) nor (60) exists.
From the definition of the triangle {££i£2} and (21) and (23) then (35), (54), (75) and (77) In this case four points can be taken for the unit point without changing the invariants £(<r), I2(ff), I3(cr) and the form da save for a constant factor. The differential equation obtained from (C) by eliminating z< (*' = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) is evidently independent of these various selections (6) . (6) We can reach similar results in § §4.3 and 4.4.
4.3. The case where every point of V is a 7-ic point of the curve C. When P is a 7-ic point, the osculating conic of T at P has at P a contact of order six with C. Besides coi = 0, we have We now have to take the fundamental triangle of the plane curve C at P as the triangle {PPiP2} and select the unit point in this plane by the method stated in §2.2. This implies that the quartic -2XiX\/3+Xl(X\-XoXi) =0
has at P a contact of order eight with C. We then have the following conditions In virtue of (7), (89) 
33-2773 + 3-56*3l9 -58*4,io = 0, 4*4,io/9 -11*5,11 = 0.
Eliminating *2,a, *3,9, *4,io and &5,n from (101) and (104) o'er 5-529-673 4 4 .5. The case where every point of Y is a 9-ic point of the curve C. We are now in a position to deal with the remaining case. In the same manner as before ££1 is taken as the tangent to Y at £, and £i£2 as the tangent to the osculating conic at one of its points £2, and £+£i+£2 on the osculating conic. When every point £ of Y is a 9-ic point of C, the equations «i = 0, (85), We may easily find the geometrical construction of them by extending the method used for a space curve in ordinary space.
4.6. The geometrical interp relation of the invariants and the arc-element. The unit point geometrically defined in the foregoing sections is available in the interpretation of the invariants and the arc-element. In fact, projection from P2 of the consecutive point of P on T to the line PPi produces P+daPi save for infinitesimal of higher order. Evidently (P, Pi; P + daPi, P + Pi) =da. it can be shown that the line PP3 intersects the hyperplane containing Pi, P2, Pi and the tangent at P6 to the curve (Pi) at the point J4P + 29IP1/4O and the double ratio (P, P3; P+P3, J4P+29IP3/4O) equals, except for a constant factor, the invariant J4. Since other invariants may be similarly interpreted we omit their interpretations here.
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